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PART I- MISSION ANALYSIS

A. DISCUSSION
V/Q

Each member of the family of Army aviation units performs

at least one of the five functions of land combat: firepower,

mobility, intelligence, command and control, and combat service

support. Future Army aviation tactical missions can be expected

to vary little from those of today. Granted, the hiah threat

battlefield projected for the future will force changes in

tactics and equipment; but the basic missions will be the sa-ne.

Army aviation resources, by their very nature, are expensive and

therefore not limitless. Commanders have always been, and always

will be faced with resource constraints which force very tough

tactical decisions on their part. How effectively a comn .-aer

manages limited resources then can often determine the outcome

of the battle. -Thall-protat±±+y, we will have to fight the

first battle of the next war against an enemy, superior in

numbers, who is at least our equal in technology. The importance

of winning that first battle cannot be overstressed)A Rescurce

management wi44--play-an important rolein this battle.

C-The tactical missions were analyzei with this resource

manaoement requirement in mind to de + r1:7'e if, in fact, a

VLAT%3 derived system would be beneficial. All att-. .-

over-lay an Air Traffic Control system as we k .c ,  rv

fuT.ile since peacetime practice-s ard proced- , .-

r _v e:,jterded into the hi:-, ,'reat firs .:. t
/< I ",
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than f : '. t 11.L .i.e : and E-!ii c-.:

present Air TrafiY.c ontrcl system.

It. a, the .-. c'4-- take /a frL2h look at the rc ,

from a purely aswei r:e..t standpoint with the cc-.: .nd. r -s:

the key player with ready access to real time infc: :'atlor

relative to his A-my aviation asc-ts.,* Any rcstrictlo:-s " .nc ed

must be by the cormander and not by a systrr. of rules, LrcJ'rcs

and hardware. Given the proper tools, it was felt that the

*.' commander could structure a management system to suit his ne-eds

and modify that system as the tactical environment dictated.

In this manner the classic objec-tions to air traffic control or

management should be reduced or eliminated, while still givin

the pilots access to that degree of assistance required for the

safe and expeditious completion of their mission. Creating a

system that was highly mobile, simple and capable of providing

accurate, real time assistance was obviously the goal. Any such

system must be capable of expansion at the discretion of the

commander into a more sophisticated management system without

greatly increasing equipment complexity. The system must exist

solely to support in the varying degrees reqv,_red. It must not

exist as an end unto itself. It must be a true aviator assistance

package which erhances the commander's ability to manage his assets

in real time.

No attempt was made here to determine the mix and total

number of units or components which would make up such a package.

2
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Ra . r i t :. -

be available per __ i.-... u.isl::c:'.. i -L" ts

available throughout the divisicr. to pr, -. sary

support deemed essential for this a nal,-. -t is worthyof

note however that, during the analysis, i : came clear that

at last one "A" type device would be desirable at each unit

capable of (or conducting) independent operations. The enplc-.ent

of the "A" units is to be strictly controlled by the commv:.nder cn

the scene and would probably not be employed unless assistance was

requested by the aviator.

Four basic missions are included here for review. Each

mission was extracted directly from FM 90-1, "Employment of Army

Aviation Units in a High Threat Environment" (30 Sep 76). These

were selected for their representative nature, narrative format,

and their community acceptance. Although general in nature, they

serve as an excellent vehicle for the analysis. VLATME comments

have been interjected throughout these mission scenarios.

Quantitative improvement levels resulting from the employment

of a VLATMVE derived system could not be determined. Since the

system is intended only to be used at the direction of the

commander or on request of the aviator (i.e., there is some problem)

it can be concluded that mission effectiveness was substantially

enhanced by the use of the system.

Many more "type" missions could have been included but it

- became readily apparent that a VLATME derived system, with an

! - •
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absoL.e minimum cf . .

accurately and in real tim... ur.- , ,-: - . ... ts

can be used to put an aircraft precisely c'-i-, . cd poirt
with minimu emissions. Any mi .,s on requi; -I,'.'.. ,rri'al of

an aircraft at a specific point, (which m ay, :cz ",,,el1 di'_:-d)

such as medical evacuations, pick up of pr.,:et L h-nd ,.r,,;

lines, delivery of mixed supplies at multiple c the lU z

goes on and on, "is a natural" for VLATME "A" unis. "B" a "C"

units will be best employed in areas of high or relatively hU'

density air traffic such as airfields, supply points and ?AR?_Fs;

anywhere the co,mander decides that he requires some form of

terminal traffic management or flow enhancement. It must be

constantly remembered that the 'system' so derived is employed

to assist the aviator and at the discretion of the commander.

B. FOUR MISSION SCENARIOS

1. Unit: Attack Helicopter Company/Battalion

Action: Reinforcement

Problem: To reinforce a battalion threated with a

penetration by enemy armor.

MISSION

Situation: A U.S. armored division is defending in the main

battle area on the northern flank of the corps with three brigades

forward and a reinforced task force in reserve. Battle has teen

heavy and the enemy has shifted his emphasis from the planned

main attack in the south where it met stiff opposition when the

division reserve was committed. The enemy committed his



.C)
"_>ide is strained t- he. A-

'.battalion area astride the e>:my main thri,:t .1-- -

helicopter battalxon from corps which was cT..

south is detached from the southern diviF"_o ai. ?. K ,K

the north<ern division. As advance elements o:f cK

helicopter battalion arrive in the division ar ,,e .-.aimn

battle area of t,-;-. threatened bat-alion is yrv d . The

division commander directs that the attack helicopter batta!lion

be OPCON to the northern bricade. The brigade co:x, ander pIaced

the first attack helicopter company to arrive under the operati cnal

control of the penetrated battalion.

SOLUTION

Attack helicopters of the company block to stop the enemy

advance and then assist ground forces in reducinE the enemy

penetration and reconsolidating the main battle area.

HOW: The commander of the attack helicopter is quickly

briefed on the situation since time is critical. A detailed

reconnaissance and thorough coordination with sround forces

in contact is not possible. Since only the attack helicopter

battalion command -roup and one attack company arrived, refueling

must be accomplished using division resources. Corps CE-47s are

enroute with additional FARRP equipment to reduce turnaround

time for the company, and later, the battalion. The attack

company is immediately committed against the penetration.

5



con t-tct as cC-:' iuc 1C at I -.

with fil vectc-rrin: to the ta:--fet

beirX acccnp i:hd h,'ILd hed V 7J

uinits cp_:,rat ed by the unit4S in cn~;

* So num~erous were the enemy targets th--at the a"rr-.. ad

expended all missiles in 20 rinutcs cf ccomba t. ,::-y:as

* quickly relieved ty another which had -1.st arrived a-ud r re

to the FARRP to rearm and refuel and await r ecoc-m=I tme&n t

Durin- eio:Daceinent of the FARRP a

VLATME 'B" unit was located at an

offset point (for security) to assist

traffic in the area. "A" units were

placed forward of the FARRP to serve

as gap fillers and vector requesting

* aircraft "into a predetermined approach

window." Corps CH-47s were initially

vectored to the FARRP site by "A" units.

Att16ack helicopter elements coordinated their fires with ground

forces (using VLATIIIBE "A"l units to assist in attack position

*vectoring as needed) and the enemy ad-vance was halted. Attack

* ~helicopter units were now being cycled throuFghfriramn,

refu eling, and ready process at a rapid, steady pacz-allcwincz

* ground forces in the area to regain balance and initlate eforts

to rec-onsolidate their defenses in depth.



- -eliness of action was a ::.a : '. ..

e:. time-distance factors preclude co..i.. o-:.

for-es to counter the penetrat-on, attack he,:c.at~r.... -

car. cover extended distances and be prepared to f

minimum of time, thus allowinK oround elements t c .. ate
the m atn batle area. Controlled eniplor-.znt of VL ' ..... a

greatly assist in reducing the time required to , onr s taion
in circumstances like this. The very nature of this type of

action ma.s vic"tory extremely time dependent. ,aroet locations

continually change and major threats can build in a matt o

minutes. Forward ground elements can accurately vector attack

helicopters to their positions or to offset positicns with

VLATIC "A" no matter how frequently they move. Contr oIed

employment of VLATME "A" in situations such as this is much

more accurate and less time consuming than the standard map

reference technique - especially in the heat of battle. Should

the FARRP be forced to relocate during the action it might be

possible to leave the "B" unit in place and still fulfill its

mission of terminal assistance. Gap filler "A" units could
readily be moved as the situation dictated.

2. UnIt: Assault -.elicopter Company

Action: Move.ent of antitank teams

Problem: To provide an additional antiank capabilicy to

airborne infantry units heavily en-a-ed with an

-J enemy armor force.

".7



V.o

'- SON

z ;ation: A major enemy L:-- i..c .-. . .,-

ector has exposed the right flank of" a U.S. c:. •

a r avenues of apprcach thrcuFh munt-ai . a es

maj: enemy i'outes into the corps flank. An airbor:. ... -

task force ,;as quickly deployed and is defendino e -

reserves can be cc.mmitted. The airborne task force :s ncav,

engaged with a ren:fcrced motorized rifle regiment and is r re

in need of the additional antitank capability. Unless the tas,

force receives additional antitank reinforcements with TOW and

DRAGON weapons, it will not be able to hold its present position.

Because of time and distance factors, ground transportation of

antitank teams is considered untimely. The teams must be moved

by air.

SOLUTION

A corps assault helicopter company is assigned the mission

of airlifting the antitank teams. The teams are from the
mechanized infantry battalion which is moving up from corps

reserves to assist the heavily engaged airborne battalion. The

pickup of the teams is coordinated with the mechanized battalion

by the assault helicopter air mnssion commander.

Complete coordination with the airborne

battalion cannot be effected, leavino the

' precise location(s) of the landing zones

in doubt. VLATME "A" units will be used

to guide the aircraft to the landing zones

as needed.

".8



nei.i:ters :. p .cmany xcvide c vC.

helicopters usin 1: n-. - -c. techniuces move to te;;

area. Iultioe l in, i>.z ,s hav e- selectd s a .

possible without riskic :rneees ary x>: c s ure to .emy a -r - ..

weapons and compromise the nature of the re n:co::ent.

Personnel from the airorne bc.on re

and mark the landin: zcnes fcr d:. intound

aircraft. Final vects from a coint

approximately five kilometers away are

provided by the airborne ba-ttalion personnel

using VLATME "A" units as required. This

"service" is "on request" by the assault

helicopter ccmpany.

Attack helicopters provide suppressive fires, as necessary,

during the landing zone operation. Several wounded are placed

on the outgoing helicopters for e' acuation.

'. The evacuation helicopters are vectored to

a recently established medical facillty in

the brigade area for treatment and transfer

to medical channels. Vectorin: was accovo! __s-ed

by a VDTrE "B"' unit emplaced in the brigade

rear area. With corps units probably be*n

unfamiliar with the area, this assistance

might well make a sisnificant difference to

the wounded.

.. . . .



L. proVided !7. 1 z

move the antitank fir- .,:, the point of critical need :n 1 --1
for'e i t b t T<iness of action was a rarc ...

fcr it to be e__ Tr.. a r. c:,r " ,:

to success. Placing the ccnrect ire pove at ti.e cO .r rc ,.

(asset manac ement) allowed the airborne bat- ;aion 4-sk for.ce tc

repeatedly repulse attackin arncr fcrcs . " cid t r I

terrain until addi t nal ccr-at :oe arri;>i. rrr...... ..

VLATME "A" units by the task force cor-mande r:ave h .r 'a--

flexibility in selection of landini, zcnes - aiiowinr i. - c

the number and mix of arriving antitank t.ams to the severity cf

the threat at that time.

3. Unit: Assault Helicopter Company

Action: Raid behind enemy lines

Problem: To secure key facilities and ccnd-ct ambushes

behind enemy lines.

MISSION

Situation: A U.S. airborne division has been succe~sully
"defendin key mcuntain passes on the southern -f,... of the ccrps.

Enemy forces attacking in that area have been beaten tack repeat.d-y

by elements of the divIsion and intel'gIence repcrts indicate

mountins morale croblems amor.2 the enemy troops caused by a' o- an -l t i d.; -caus e d a

shorta-e o: focd and varm clothing and zereaiy undepead' lc

resupply lines. The sit'uation is ideal for an attack. The cors

commander directed that the division prepare to attack by conduct .

raids behind enemy lines to secure key locations, destroy seleCtc. 2_-

bridges, locate lucrative long-range artillery targets, adjust

10



conduC z . _.- . _-"V , ]ie divi -cn CcL:.2,h:.

directs 'at one _--ault he! : ."-oany from the combat
aviation bttaiion e piaced u. Js . u~erat1cr, :.trcl of

the 2d brigade.

SOLUTION

The assault helicc -ter ccmiany -i "

1._tams into rear are as _eh ind .n-my 1 izes t, r --. _- _. " - ... e

attack supply lInes and co:rmand posts, arnd conu0j j .. ,.

operations in general. The succeSs of th-s o a r. -

contribute to the overall success of the divisicn a:taci.,

HOW: The 2d brigade cor;mander desi_*ated thaL. a r.-

force be used for the raids. The commanders of t h ,- a

company and the assault helicopter company are bri-fed o', rh

enemy situation and objectives by the brigade ccmmandier. a n S

and preparations are made for the operation. Since the small

kty objectives are behind enemy lines, heavy reliance on map

reconnaissance is necessary. The air defense threat is evaluated

Cerefuily and the operation is rianned to take ag',ant-age of the
low ceilings and patches of ground fog in the early oronn

hours to lessen the threat from -nercy ah perfcr:afr.c. ac -- t

The aircraft pick up the teams just prior to dawn lan proceed by

multiple routes to the preselected objectives. ?ca se po!' t

along each route are mar~ed by VLATME "A" units. An attack

helicopter and a scout aircraft from the aviation general support

company of the combat aviation battalion accompany ree oi the

lifts and provide overwatch through areas of greatest risk. The

.- 11
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. ... . - t - . • -] .i

door . - "_ 2- t,;. ri _: . ::.all :.s fire .

lifts are ulared on reverse slc-,, - . ..- y positions in orJer

to minimize detection and hos re r-. -he lift ai ....

the techniques of terrain flyi- , usi : th tn..... c . .:

their routes of fli ht and protect fr,, :..n- y a~r

* Since the assault helicopter c,n.rany ,.,as at e c i -

of the company conducting the raids In a ie ii:

enemy detection was minimized. Operation plans .- .. -

pickup points for extraction of the teams upon cc: . ,.*

mission.

During the insertion phase of the operation

VLAI.IE units would receive little play. Th

only advantage would be in establishing accuraze

on call "way points" along the multiple routes

to assure separation, timing and some degree

of command control (if required). During the

extraction phase, the VLATMIE "A" units would be

used to assist (on call) pilots in locating the

pickup points. This would be extremely valuable

in cases when teams could not reach their

predesignated ,oints,

ANALYSIS

The assault helicopter company provided the means :or many

small airborne teams to be simultaneously airlifted alcng a

multitude of routes into enemy rear areas. If required, V1A,.-

12
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commander could c..s ...... .. zc accurately -esr, Cc.c n

and tivin: of hi -. - : to coordinate a, ill!!ery fr.s,

or other diversions. :d e the coa.nder's r ool. Ths

coordinated action *..c-...., in effect, Laturate he enremry rear

area with a number of smal! but disruptive hit-and-r. n battles

and highly accurate ot served artillery firs. The t-actcrn

phase would be the most difficult. Just as this raid ',.as piar.n:ed

to be dis-uPtive to the e:emy; the enemy could be very disr Ve:tL-;

.to our plans for extraction. Unexpected enemy concentrations

for example could force the comiYtander to change the pickup

site. Vectoring by the raiding parties VLATME "A" unit would

bring the pickup aircraft to the proper pickup zone with a mi.imu,

of error. Attack helicopters and air force strike aircraft

could likewise be vectored to prime targets of opportunity

during the mission. Returning forces could be vectored around

new "problem areas" by "A" or "B" units along the FEBA. The
compactness of the "A' unit make it ideal fcr this ty-e cf

operation. Its employent, being strictly controlled by the

ground commander in no way restricts his freedom of action, but

rather enhances this freedom by assuring that the air assets

are at the riht place at the right time.

4. Unit: Assault Support Helicopter Co, pany

Action: Displacement of logistics

Problem: To reposition essential am'munition and fuel

forward to resupply attacking forces.

1i3
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would eix1 ..

aid. Since it is dou:;ful ..

of this nature will bt -esfi ,- tr e,,-Sods

of good visibility c o, of + ..... 1- i

advisory service will be ess.tiai A I J% ..Ir.

of smaller "B" urilts can also s d-5rlacr=d f- .... rd

to operate as small terminal ad- isory units fr

forward resupply points.

Close coordination with the assault support company allov.s .x.um

economy of use of the medium-lift helicopters. Some aircraft are
quickly loaded internally with pre-packaged, containerized loads

of critical ammunition, while others slinE load large fuel

bladders externally. The helicopters carried the loads to

the forward areas remaining below the enemy air defense threat

by employing the techniques of terrain flying.

The rapid advances of the attacking force

will put unusual demands on the supply

system. Just finding the proper place

to deliver them can be a problem. The

cor-nander of the attacking force can

accurately position those supplies by

use of VLA.TME "A" units accomranying

his troops. Accurate resupply point

* coordinates are not essential since the

'A units' can vector aircraft from several

kilometers out. In this way the proper

supplies get delivered to the point

"." V '--.''.--" ."'"- '- " - --" -"-" " "" " " " " - ": ." . . . ...2.5



where ,. <, -...

they must be mcved a-&an.

As soon as imm!.ediate resup 'y .- i: : :-a::d, the assau.t

support helicopter company norts on reiccatinz-

supply points well forward so that * e on grcund res uprly

could resume.

One forward lccated VLAT_,-E " unit

could perhaps provide terminal advisory

services for more than one of these supply poi;_:s.

Coordination between DISCOM and the division engineer ele.ent

allowed movement of needed bridge and culvert repair -materal

to be moved direct to the construction site prior to releasing

the assault support helicopter company back to the corps.

Again, VLkTME "A" units at the delivery sites

could expedite the operation. They would

be on call and used only when needed.

Proper transponder coding by load type

could help assure that the culverts arrived

when they were needed, not at bridge sites

and vice versa.

ANALYSIS

The pursuing armor and mechanized forces "-.,ere ab_ le to :

the momentum of the attack by being resupplied at th;e frcnt lines.

The operation could sustain itself since the assault support

helicopters also relocated supply points well forward thus

16
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.yp e oi f -- Y. :; n atur _ ".,Iocymenit . ali

configuration of VLtr2,E The laV-" - .. re stationary ""

unit at divisi on provides the rc& -.. termnnal adv') ry

assistance (control if directed by the ccc=ar.der) wlth h

smaller "B" units working the forvward res pply points. The

hand held "A" unit, em.loved directly by the trcc.cs wv-c -ned

the supplies can serve as a "mac-net" -or the r"s.n,. 2c.a - t

getting them to the point where they are really needed. EBr.rlc-ed

in this .,ay the corander has control of his resupply s=,uaacn,

putting his assets where they are needed, when they are needed.

PART II EXISTING EQUIP,,,ENT MODIFICATION

DISCUSSION

Observation of direct user tests during the period of this con-tract

was possible only once. The often postponed user CEP was completed

during October 1978 at Fort Rucker, Alabama. Discussions with

participants revealed a high degree of general acceptance of the

equipment, confirming earlier comments. Many objecticns to the

equipment were overcome by the direct hands on experience offered

by the CEP. Should the user decide to pursue the VLATI:E ccncet

as a result of this test the followinE areas are listed for

consisderation of .the developer.

1. A capability of keyboard entry of information such

as tactical call signs (for display) should be included on

the "C" version at a minimum. The lack of this ability has

caused some operator difficulty.

17



including a z.-c :-a ,y. Additional i ,-vest ipation i ',

the prac-ticatb.1Ii S susr-estion is r-quired to determ::.,

its usefulness :. da: ty.

3. There aTuLars to be a multiplicity of pro ItbCs w: th

* the method of displaying (or o-eryayng) map irnfrmation orh:he

existing "C" display. The "hov,, much" and "what kiind SticrS

should be settled face to face with the proponent to avoid

- lengthly and costly engineering develcpment. It appear_ ._-.aL

a very simple line drawing type of map will satisfy the user

requirements rather than going to the far end of the spectrum of

super detail survey type maps. The present display was considered

adequate by the participants in the CEP. Even in its crudest

state it was better than anything they had. Con-sideration may be

* given to providing the capability for the user to electronically

.2 draw a map display or add (and store details) as the situation

dictates.

4. There should be a method whereby the user of any display

can offset his position from center without distorting the

presentation. This is particularly important should sector scan

be required.

5. The keyboard entry device appears to be larger

required. Although obvious at the initial phases of d.s :n,

should not be imrm ediately discarded. Future capabilities must

be considered before extensive redesign of the keybcard is under- o.* ,n

18
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of data :.. . =n.ed o " re .. .. - _ . Oe "

unwanted d.a, a.ppeared on the C-:- ;:-tion C D'rIv. Th~s

..,as caused .Y trans *ents in the c._ beteen 7the

-and its Control ?aQ. R:mova! of this data "b"

erasing the display and starting over is not Esat s -:cory

7. Changing altimeter setting infcrmatin cQ d be a t.e d

function rather than a separate control.

8. There should be provisions for "holding" the last kncwn

position of any aircraft that "disappears" from the oisplav in

memory until cleared by the operator. This should not brestricted

to 7700 code aircraft.

9. Include a bezel and cursor on display.

10. Trail dots showing the history of a particular aircraft

were repeatedly requested. There should be some method included

whereby the controller can suppress the unwanted dots (or selectively

call up the desired trail).

11. Rubber range. It is desirable to be able to fine tune

the display slightly once the primary scale factor has been

selected.

12. A capabiliy to predict the targets path is desirable.

13. Collision warning to include estimated time to collision

by combining path projection, range and range rate data.

14. Include the capability for the controller to insert

information such as heliports, FAARPs, emergency landing zones,

restricted areas, hospitals, etc.
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, :afe landlnr area.

16. Overall l*:t ". . "e C" c'c- , .: ,(r. (t&c. ", _i ,

adlustable illuina c " "

17. Eliminate the "cort,. .. n . ". " - ir, ,

eliminating the tcdvr cy c 'f

18. Consideration :-h . . . .

for the "C" version to accept . r s c

such as JTiDS, etc.

PART III RECOi. EiiDAT07 S AN{D "-L"ST:.S

CONCLUSIONS

The YLATME concept is viable. With a minimum of changes the

equipment as configured will provide the basic building blocks

for a tnomand directed asset management system capable of

contributing to the maximum effectiveness and survivability of

Army aviation assets on a high threat battlefield. Integrating

VLATI E equipment into the overall command and control structure

W5I permit efficient air space management in the varying degrees

necessary without adding undue restrictions and with minimal

adverse impact on the capabilities of any ccmponent.

~RECO::,;BuDATi OPN

A Ineeting should be scheduled with the principals as soon as

possible after receipt of the VLATME CEP report. At a minimum

representatives from TRADOC, USACC, Avionics Research and Develci--.ent
n2
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hosted " a ... .... : h, c ' 7 . ?his Should te a

question a d a:swer type workinF i.:. resultirg in afrT.

requirements document.

Prior to this meeting it is recc::.ner:cd that scce wor- within

avai2able dollar constraints) be undertaken to ra-re the follcwing

cha..--rs in the VLATME "C" configuration. No ,d;a>.:s ape

for the "A" or "B" version at this time.

Add bezel and cursor.

Add trail dots.

Add rubber range and offset capability.

Add path projection and estimated time to collision.

Improve overall illumination.

Add capability for controller to add "targe ts" such as airfields, e

Add capability for controller to determine best "emergency field"

within constraints provided by the pilot.

If these items cannot be accomplished or there are items which

must be ccrrected as a result of the CEP final report, vendor staff

should be ready to discuss cost of such improvements at any meetirgs

held with the user.
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